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Anxiety disorders are the most common mental illness in the U.S aff ecting 40 million adults. 

Characterized by persistent and excessive worry about common, everyday things, the worry 

can be relentless, changing the course of someone’s day. Though anxiety disorders are highly 

treatable, only 36.9% who suff er with anxiety receive treatment. 

It’s hard enough to deal with that as an adult, but imagine being a child with anxiety and it’s your 

fi rst day of school. From indie author, Carol Wulff , comes the story about William, The What-If 

Wonder, On His First Day of School. Journey with William on his fi rst day as he experiences the 

constant “what-if” worries that make him feel nervous and scared. Despite his fears, William 

learns that he has the power to put his anxiety in it’s place.

Based on Wulff ’s own successful experiences helping her own child deal with the day-to-day 

worries, she shares the simple technique of cognitive re-framing, or seeing the same situation 

in a new view, an eff ective way to teach children how to recognize worry versus reality. There 

are very few self help books written for a younger audience to expose them to strategies on 

how to manage their anxiety that will help them in-the-now, and in the future. Wulff ’s message 

is delivered in upbeat rhyme with colorful illustrations with A Notes to Parents and Caregivers 

written by board certifi ed pediatric psychologist, Dr. Margaret R. Mauzé, to provide additional 

information on child-friendly ways to manage anxiety. 

“As a pediatrician in private practice for over 18 years, I estimate that at least half of the visits I 

see each day relate directly or indirectly to anxiety in my patients or their parents. This book is a 

beautifully illustrated, wonderful tool to help parents assist their child to navigate through their 

anxieties (or the what-ifs). As a parent I am familiar with the what-ifs. I would have loved to have 

this children’s book years ago.“ John T. Fitch Jr., MD, FAAP. 

Carol Wulff  lives in Medina, Ohio with her husband and three children. Dr. Maragaret R. Mauzé 

has a private practice in San Antonio, Texas where she lives with her husband and two children, 

Illustrator, Clare Willett resides in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
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Carol Wulff, LSW, is a Licensed Social Worker and mother of a 

child with anxiety. Remembering how painful it was to witness 

her child’s mind racing just to get through the simplest of tasks, 

she vowed to one day write a book to help others learn how to 

tackle those annoying what-if thoughts. Cognitive reframing—

seeing the same situation in a new way—empowered her child 

to manage the anxiety and approach new situations with 

confidence. She created William, the What-If Wonder to help 

children learn how to use their power to change their view and 

see past their worrisome thoughts. Carol lives in Medina, Ohio, 

with her husband and three children.

Margaret R. Mauzé, PhD, ABPP, is a board certified pediatric 

psychologist. She earned her PhD in clinical child and 

adolescent psychology from the University of Kansas in 2005. 

She achieved specialty board certification from the American 

Board of Professional Psychology in the area of clinical child and 

adolescent psychology in 2008. She worked at Cleveland Clinic 

Children’s Hospital for seven years before moving into private 

practice. She has special interest in working with children with 

acute and chronic medical illness and children struggling with 

anxiety and depression. She currently lives in San Antonio, 

Texas, with her husband and two children.

Clare Willett enjoys creating characters and bringing them to 

life! She has created city logos and enjoys sharing her artistic 

talents when needed. She is pursuing a career in zoology and 

wildlife management.
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“Worried and scared as I roll out of bed,
so many what-ifs are inside my head!”

William’s what-ifs are in the way!

It’s the fi rst day of school and William is sure it will be a disaster. What if the bus passes by his 

street? What if he can’t fi nd his desk? What if he gets lost? These pestering what-if thoughts 

make him feel nervous and scared. But, wait! What if the day turns out to be amazing? 

Discover what William learns that turns his day around!

From author Carol Wulff  and illustrator Clare Willett comes a touching story with charming 

illustrations that will help children recognize the diff erence between worry and reality. A Note 

to Parents and Caregivers, written by board certifi ed child psychologist Margaret R. Mauzé, 

PhD, ABPP, gives more information on child-friendly ways to manage anxiety.
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BOOK REVIEWS

“This wonderful book introduces children to the powerful tool of 

cognitive reframing in an approachable and engaging manner. It’s 

a must-read for all families whose children’s minds are filled with 

what-ifs. I’m so glad a tool like this exists and I will definitely be 

recommending it to families!”

—Lauren LaRue Walker, MD, FAAP
Pediatrician Houston, Texas

“This book is a great age- and developmentally appropriate way 

to teach children how to manage their ‘worry thoughts.’ The book 

is designed around a common situation that most children, and 

adults, can identify with, and can then use the simplicity of the 

strategy to generalize to other situations. The information at the 

end is very helpful, as well.”

—Kate Eshleman, PsyD
Pediatric Psychologist Cleveland, Ohio

“As a pediatrician in private practice for over 18 years, I 

estimate that at least half of the visits I see each day relate 

directly or indirectly to anxiety in my patients or their parents. 

This book is a beautifully illustrated, wonderful tool to help 

parents assist their child to navigate through their anxieties 

(or the what-ifs). As a parent I am familiar with the what-

ifs. I would have loved to have this children’s book years ago.” 

—John T. Fitch Jr., MD, FAAP
Heritage Pediatrics San Antonio, Texas
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Q & A WITH AUTHOR CAROL WULFF

 

“William, the What-If Wonder” is a story of a young boy struggling to conquer his fear and anxiety 

about the first day of school and all the changes that entails. It is full of colorful illustrations and 

rhyming text, created to help children recognize the difference between worry and reality. A 

Note to Parents and Caregivers is also included written by Margaret R. Mauzé, PhD, ABPP which 

gives more information on child-friendly ways to manage anxiety.

Where did the inspiration for a children’s book come from?
When my son went off to college I could see him managing all the worry that comes along with 

moving to college. Everyone experiences the nerves but for someone with anxiety it’s even more 

magnified. I was so impressed that he managed the situation so well. I knew he was relying on 

the things he learned years before from a board certified child psychologist who helped him 

learn how to manage that worry. There is one strategy in particular called cognitive reframing, or 

seeing the same situation in a new way, that is so effective. Because it was so effective, I wanted 

to write a children’s book to help other children learn how to use the strategy by recognizing 

the difference between worry and reality. My book is filled with colorful illustrations and rhyming 

text. It also includes a section written by a board certified pediatric psychologist for additional 

information on child-friendly ways how to manage anxiety. 

Did you always want to be an author?
I have always enjoyed writing. When I was a young girl I set up an office in my closet and wrote a 

family newspaper for my Mom and Dad and two sisters called The Morley Gazette! Though I love 

writing I didn’t aspire to be an author honestly and I haven’t quit my day job! But I have always 

had a knack for rhyme and have always loved children’s picture books. I knew I had a message 

to deliver to help other parents and other children navigate through the world of anxiety. A book 

seemed like a good conduit to get that message in the hands of young children.  

What was your biggest challenge with your son’s anxiety? 

The biggest challenge was not being able to make it go away. Our “Mom instincts” are to help 

our kids find solutions, make it better, conquer challenges, help them find happiness. But day 

after day we tried to resolve the anxiety for him. Though we had some successful moments of 

reducing the anxiety, they weren’t enough. That’s when we decided to find someone to help us 

understand what was going on so we could fully understand how we could help. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

What is the book about (without too many spoilers, of course)? 
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Q & A WITH AUTHOR CAROL WULFF

How is your son doing now?
He’s wonderful. Anxiety isn’t something that always outwardly presents itself. One may never know 

that someone is challenged with anxious thoughts. It is really just recently that you’ve heard so 

much in the news about it. When I was looking for an illustrator for my book it was really important 

to me that the character of William refl ected a typical little boy. And that’s what my son was, a 

typical little boy who carried a lot of worry around inside of him. He is braver and smarter than 

most when it comes to managing stress. Never did he back away from it, rather he learned how to 

manage it head on and I admire him so much for that. It takes great inner strength to fi ght back.

What is your contact information you’d like to share with the public (in order for others to reach 
you for possible opportunities)?
The website is www.thewhatifwonder.com. They can reach me through that website or at carol@

thewhatifwonder.com

Yes. Believe you can make a diff erence. I saw Joan Lunden on TV one day who said “when you’re 

close to something so awful, you feel obligated to reach out your hand and pull someone else 

through”. Her message spoke to me.  I realized it was my turn to reach out my hand the best way 

I knew how to make a diff erence in the life of a child with anxiety. And so began the creation of 

William, the What-If Wonder. 

Special mention to Dr. Margaret R. Mauzé, contributor and Clare Willett, illustrator who made 

William come alive!

WWW.THEWHATIFWONDER.COM

CONTACT:

Carol Wulff 

It’s A Wonder Publishing, LLC.

PO Box 99

Bath, Ohio 42210-9800

carol@thewhatifwonder.com

Any other general information you’d like people to know?  


